
OF BUYERS GO THROUGH ABOUT 60%
OF THE PURCHASING PROCESS BEFORE
TALKING TO SALES.57%
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CREATE
AWARENESS

Leverage multi-channel 
marketing to remain in front

of your audience.    

CULTIVATE
TRUST

Cra� an elevated brand 
experience inspiring

con�dence in your products. 

BUILD
RELATIONSHIPS

Forge lasting bonds with
customers making them

brand ambassadors. 

DEMONSTRATE
AUTHORITY

Position your brand as
the thought leader and go-to

expert in your industry.

CLEAR BRAND MESSAGING MODERN VISUAL IDENTITY ELEVATED DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

GET 
DIGITAL
VERSION

Ready to create a next-level brand experience? 
Talk to us today by visiting 

CostelloCreativeGroup.com/contact

By cra�ing an elevated next-level brand experience, your brand 
will more accurately re�ect your state-of-the-art processes and 
technologies, making you more attractive to do business with. 

As purchasing power shi�s to younger generations, it’s never been 
more important to level-up to today’s standards. 

�e truth is that the industrial manufacturers, distributors, and 
suppliers that are spending money on marketing are sacri�cing 
market share because their messaging is confusing, their visual 
identity is �rst-generation, and they’ve developed an
underwhelming digital experience that pushes buyers away.

By clarifying their message and implementing modern creative 
marketing strategies, they’re able to elevate their perception in the 
marketplace, increasing customer retention, shortening the sales 
cycle, and attracting the very best talent, leading to business growth.

 

SUPER-POWERED B2B
CREATIVE SERVICES
Manufacturing & Distribution-focused Marketing
& Modern Design �at Drives Business Growth

When B2B organizations don’t invest time, energy, and resources 
into their marketing and branding, it can close the door to new 
opportunities. No matter how advanced their organization may be, 
a dated and diluted visual identity is a misrepresentation of their 
business that creates a perception of them being stuck in the past.

Nothing’s more frustrating than watching signi�cant opportunities 
slip away to competitors because they appear to be investing in their 
business and are seemingly more in tune with today’s trends.

An unfortunate byproduct of an antiquated image is the lack of 
con�dence it can create for people within your organization. 
Average or perhaps worse, a lack of brand materials can make 
business development extremely di�cult for folks on the front lines 
trying to sell your products. If teams aren’t excited about leaving 
behind mundane sales & marketing collateral or sending prospects 
to your website, it may be time for a brand reevaluation.

It’s time to leave average behind. You shouldn’t have to settle
for it anymore.  
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BRAND
MESSAGING

Visit CostelloCreativeGroup.com/contact

CREATE A NEXT-LEVEL BRAND EXPERIENCE

With accolades �om the following organizations:

YOUR SUPER-POWERED SECRET WEAPONS

POWERED BY STORYBRAND®

VISUAL
IDENTITY

DIGITAL
EXPERIENCE

CONSULTING

BRAND SCRIPTS

BRAND NARRATIVES

TAGLINES/SLOGANS

ELEVATOR PITCHES

MISSION STATEMENTS

VISION STATEMENTS

CORE VALUES

WEBSITE WIREFRAMES

LEAD GENERATORS

LOGO DEVELOPMENT

BRAND STANDARDS

IDENTITY SYSTEMS

PRESENTATIONS

COLLATERAL

TRADE SHOW EXHIBITS

ADVERTISING

INFOGRAPHICS

PACKAGING

SALES/DEMO KITS

WEBSITE AUDITS

WEBSITE DISCOVERY

WEBSITE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

HOSTING

CONTENT CREATION

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING (SEM)

EMAIL MARKETING 

NURTURING CAMPAIGNS

MAINTENANCE PLANS


